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Soccer Eagles
Win 1 - lose 1
See Story, Page 3

GSU defeated by
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See Story, Page 5
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Former CAB/UP off icer says name change was 'forced'
Union Director Cashon: 'I wouldn't call it force, I simply said this is what we need to do'
G-A Staff Reports

A former Union Productions
(UP) student director claims the
organization was forced to
change their name by the Union
Director.
Kevin Boiling, past student
director of UP, claims Earl
Cashon, Union Director, forced
the then Campus Activities Board
(CAB) to change their name to
UP.
"I wouldn't call it force, I simply said this is what we need to
do," said Cashon. "I told them we
were changing philosophys that I

wanted a different name with
union involved in it."
"The members of CAB did not
want to change the name to UP,"
said Boiling, in a letter to the
George-Anne "Cashon ... literally made the board change it's
name."
Boiling, who resigned from
his position in Spring quarter,
stated that he went public because
he didn't want students to think
CAB employees had changed the
name.
According to Dr. Nolen, vicepresident of Academic Affairs,

Cashon has the right to suggest
such a name change, but if anyone at UP were strongly opposed to
the change, they could have come
to Nolen and discussed the matter.
"We were told that people
above us would not step in," said
Boiling.
They did not approach Nolen
on the matter, but did talk with
"other staff at GSU."
"It is almost to the point where
Cashon himself is picking the entertainment that comes to GSU

...," said Boiling.
"I don't even go to their
meetings, I think that is totally
erroneous," said Cashon. " [It's)
ridiculous."
Cashon said he liked to give
students a lot of responsibility, but
sometimes they start thinking
they are staff. "Students don't do
the final picking."
There are two full time program advisors at UP, "They sign
the contracts, they do the ultimate
selection," said Cashon. "That's
where the authority lies."
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Three Students
charged in death
By Kevin Hudson
Managing Editor

Three GSU students are being
held pending charges of felony
murder and entering auto in
connection with the weekend
death of a security guard during
an apparent attempted auto theft at
a local car dealership.
James Finch, 66, from
Brooklet was pronounced dead at
12:45 a.m. Sunday at Bulloch
Memorial Hospital. Pinch was a
security guard at Franklin
Chevrolet/ Toyota on Highway 80
East.
City police, responding to a
citizen complaint, approached the
dealership and spotted a jeep being driven by a white male leaving the scene.
According to the the police
report, a security guard pointed to
two white males running across
the open lot as Officers Jim
Costlow and James Wilkinson
arrived.
According to the report, the security guard advised Costlow that
the white male driving the jeep
had dropped the other two males
off at the dealership
Costlow then advised the police
department of the tag number on
the Jeep. Officers Randy
Woodcock and Allison Baker
picked up the driver within min-

utes according to the report.
The security guard identified
the white male as the driver of the
jeep. Police report identified the
driver as James Daniel Bennett
III, 18, a GSU student from
Swainsboro.
The other two suspects were
picked up later by the GSU Police
Department. They were identified in the report as Jason Josep
Baker, 20, a white male GSU student from Braselton and Patrick
Parker, 19, a white male GSU student from Garfield.
Sergeant Vince Alewine arrived at Franklin's a short time
after Costlow and Wilkinson.
The security guard had gone into
the office and Alewine went in to
check on him. Finch was found
unconscious sitting in a chair.
' EMS was called to the scene
and transported the security
guard to BMH where he was pronounced dead.
News reports have alleged
Finch died of an apparent heart
attack, however the cause of death
is still under investigation.
At presstime, all three suspects
were being held in the city jail
pending further court action.
The incident is still under investigation by the Statesboro
Police Department and the
Bulloch County Coroner.

SGA plans election
GSU news service

SGA will hold elections for the office of Vice-President of
Auxiliary Affairs on Wednesday.
Jonathan Brown, Robert Hedstrom and Any Mealor will be
the three candidates running for office.
Brown, a junior from Lithonia, Georgia, is a criminal justice major who is currently a SGA senator.
He served as Sergeant of Arms in the Tau Epsilon
fraternity, and has been involved Alpha Epsilon, the criminal justice fraternity.
In regard to his campaign, he says, "I really enjoy working with other people, helping them with their goals and other
criteria in school."
Mealor, a junior from Monroe, Georgia, is an international business major.
He has served as Vice- President and as Pledge Trainer of
Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Mealor feels he has "the leadership abilities to be an asset
to the Student Government Association because of leadership
roles he has held throughout his high school and college
careers."
Hedstrom is a senior majoring in Communication Arts
with an emphasis in Public Relations. He is from Sumter,
South Carolina.
He has been involved with Sigma Nu Fraternity as
Historian, Public Relations Chairman and Rush
Committees. He has served on the I.F.C. Board and as the
public Relations Coordinator.
In regards to his candidacy, he said, "In order to be an effective leader in any position, one must possess good communication skills. The ability to work and relate well with other
employees is a vital key to an organization's success. I feel
that I posses these skills which can promote a good working relationship in the office and also with my fellow students on
campus."
Students can vote on the candidates this Wednesday at the
Union from 9 am until 5 pm.

Eagle Soccer player Jeff Alexander moves the ball downfield in Southern's Thursday match against Florida

International University. FIU defeated the Eagjes 4-0. See full
story, page 5. (Photo by Tony Tocco)

Atlanta Braves win National League West pennant
Fans, players celebrate Atlanta's amazing1 miracle year1
By Richard Hyatt
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

ATLANTA - This city gave
itself a big hug Saturday afternoon, and it didn't want to let go.
Atlanta's baseball team the Braves - is the champion of
the National League West. They
clawed their way out of a cellar
deepened by the years they've
been there. They did it by defeating the Houston Astros, 5-2. They
did it by watching the centerfield
screen as their West Coast adversaries, the Los Angeles Dodgers,
unraveled in San Francisco.
The moments were magic. It
began as the innings clicked
away, here and at faraway
Candlestick Park.
No one could sit down. The
eerie tribal chants that no one
seemed to start were bouncing
from one side of the stadium to the
other.
Police SWAT teams, wearing their game faces and their
night sticks, were the only ones
not raising their arms or their
tommy-hawks.
The ninth inning moved
quickly. Terrance Blackwell, a
stadium security officer, got his
people in place.
"When there's two outs,
spread out on top of the dugout," he
told his guys.
Heavyweight champion

\
\

Evander Holyfield, who grew up
blocks away from the stadium,
had left early. Nobody else followed. They were just standing
there, watching the Braves retire
the Astros and watching the message board that reported the
Dodger demise.
Two outs. The second hand
was ticking slowly. Players
crouched on the edge of the
dugout. Fans stopped chopping,
Guys in the bullpen stopped throwing.
Fly ball to right. David
Justice squeezes it. He strikes a
pose. He raises a single finger.
Emotions explode. Players
ride each other's backs. Fans
can't stop whooping. There are
hugs, everywhere. There are
horses, a large reminder of what
could happen.
Over the PA, BTO sings
about
"Taking
Care
of
Business." And the business of
baseball has been finished for today, first here, then in Frisco
where the Giants have taken care
of LA. The screen is split,
There's the image of a frowning

Brett Butler, a former Brave who
still lives here. Next to him is
Braves pitcher John Smoltz, leaping like a limber acrobat.
The second party can now
begin. Now it is really over, at
least until there is time to think
about Pittsburgh's Pirates.
Players wave thank-yous to
their fans, throwing their blue
caps into the crowd. Everywhere
there are those hugs, the kind that
have been saved for so long. To
this town, it felt good,
"After 25 years, this has been
a long time coming," said U.S.
Sen. Wyche Fowler, an Atlanta
native who grew up near this
city's now departed minor league
stadium.
Gary Leathers, who has had
his season seats since 1987, said
this was providential.
"In 1982, the Braves weren't
supposed to win it, and they did. It
had to happen again," Leathers
said.
John Heyman moved here in
1969, the first time Atlanta won
the division,
"This is better," he said. "In
'69, I had just moved here from
New York and I was a Mets fan."
Players had disappeared
into the sanctity of the clubhouse,
Now they were back. Wearing
brand new championship caps
and T-shirts.
Around the entire field they

ran. This was their moment.
Maybe this would be their only
chance to take a victory lap. They
were acting like boys, remembering for now that is a boy's game.
No agents. No contracts. Just
boys.
Like most of the sellout
crowd, Tom Moran stood there,
savoring and smiling. He's a
marketing executive with Shell
Oil. His company has had box
seats since 1969, partly for PR
purposes, this year for baseball.
"There were many years
when if we didn't throw the tickets away we had to force people to
come. Not this year," Moran
said.
Nobody wanted to leave. A
toddler in overalls wearing an
Indian headdress sat on her
Daddy's shoulder. Up the aisle, a
pre-schooler slept in his mother's
lap. Some day they would be told
they were here.
When the crowd did begin to
leave, they took the party with
them. Cesar Delcampo and
Vance Wells joined four guys
they didn't know in a chanting
circle.
"One more time," Wells directed. "Louder!"
They were acting like fools
and they loved it.
Wells, whose sunglass lens

See Braves, page 7
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Announcements
Tuesday, October 8
•PAWS (Providing Animals
With Support) is a new organization aiming to work with the local
Humane Society and help animals in our local community.
The first meeting will be held at
7:30 in Union Room 248.
•Deadline for Apollo Night
applications. Pick up an application at Union Productions room
207. There is a $45 entry fee.
♦University Union will celebrate its birthday from 11 am-3
pm in the Union Commons.
Creative Caricatures will be
drawn, Birthday Chronicles will
be done, lots of cake will be
served, and there will be music
provided by solo guitarist Todd
Sparks.
•The Southern Support Team

wants you! The office of
Admissions is looking for qualified students for: visitation days,
adopt-a-student and phone-athons. Deadline for applications
is Oct. 8. Interviews will be held
Oct. 10-11.
•All faculty is invited to attend the Women's Network meeting at 4:15 pm in room 242.

Wednesday, October 9
•Celebrate diversity at the
Multicultural Reception in the
Union Ballroom from 5-7 pm.
•The Georgia Southern Pilot's
Association will meet in Room
242 at 7:00 pm. The club is for pilots and non-pilots. All those interested in aviation are encouraged to attend.

Thursday, October 10
•Gamma Beta Phi meeting at

Campus Briefs
New procedure for ID validations

7 pm in the Biology Lecture Hall.

Maria Center at 681-5555.

Friday, October 11

Sunday, October 13

•Union Productions presents
the movie "Backdraft," at 7 and
9:30 pm in the Union Theatre.
The movie runs through
Saturday.
•The Southern Center for
Continuing Education at GSU
will be presenting "Grant
Proposal Writing for Public and
Non-Profit Organizations." This
introductory program will address the process of identifying
potential funding sources, making contracts and developing proposals. The seminar will be held
at
Georgia
College
in
Milledgeville, on Friday from 9
am to 4:30 it will be held at West
Georgia College in Carrollton.
On Friday, Oct. 18 the seminar
will be held at Coastal Georgia
Center for Continuing Education
in Savannah from 9 am to 4:30
pm. The fee for each seminar is
$79. For more information, call

•Third Annual Jewish Food
Festival sponsored by Temple
Mickve Israel. "The Hard Lox
Cafe" in Monterey Square in
Historic Downtown Savannah,
from 11 am to 3 pm.
Enjoy
"noshing" Jewish
foods, (pastrami) and corned beef
sandwiches, kosher hot dogs,
blintzes, matzo ball soup, Rabbi
Belzer's Ah-Mein, Lo-Mein,
strudel, potato pancakes, home
baked goodies, lox and bagels,
and new, a Russian food booth.

Monday, October 14
•GSU College Bowl team
meeting at 8 pm in room 273 of the
Union.
•Due to conflicting events by
the English and History
departments, Miscellany has rescheduled "Evening of the Arts.'
It will be held Monday, Oct. 14 at
7:30 pm in the Foy Art Gallery,
room 303.

Tuesday, Ocotber 8,1991

Saturday, October 19
•The University Union is
sponsoring a leadership retreat at
the W.W. Mann Center on
Saturday, Oct. 19, from 9 am to 7
pm.
The workshop is designed to
improve leadership skills.
There will be a van pick-up at
7 am in front of the University
Union parking lot Oct. 19.

Registration is $15. Deadline
for this is Oct.8.
For more information and to
register call 681-0399.

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496
54

UNIVERSITY
UNION
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7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. OCT. 11, FRI.
"A 'STAR WARS'
Ol PVROTIsCHNICS!"

| Assassination
hoax criticized

For students to gain admission into home games (football, basketball and baseball) student IDs must be validated before the admission to the game. Students can get their IDs validated
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The locations are at Hanner Fieldhouse tick°t booth, the University Union
and Paulson Stadium Ticket Booth.
"In order to be admitted to a football, basketball or baseball
game, each student must have his or her ID officially validated,"
said David "Bucky" Wagner, Director of Athletics . "IDs may also
be validated at the Lanier Road ticket booth outside P?nlson
Stadium on Saturday between 8:30 a.m. and halftime of the
GSU-Western Carolina game, but students who wait until Saturday
run a risk of being delayed by long lines."
This new procedure will remain in effect for the entire school
year.

TV show about campus activities debuts Friday
A fifteen minute student-produced television show highlighting
campus and community events will debut on Northland Cable
Channel 3 this Friday.
The show, called "Collegiate Calendar," is intended to inform
residents off-campus about university programs and activities.
"Collegiate Calendar" will air every Friday directly after
Northland Cable News (5:30 pm).
"Collegiate Calendar" is entirely student produced and was developed by David Burns, a broadcast instuctor in GSU's
Communication Arts Department. The students produce the show
as final class training before embarking on their broadcast internships.
"I wanted to develop a show that gave the students a unique educational experience, and at the same time serves Statesboro and the
University. There are a lot of people who have retired to Statesboro
to take advantage of the cultural and academic activities a university town has to offer, I hope this show will keep them informed on
upcoming events. The students are really enthusiastic about the
show and are doing a great job preparing it for air," said Burns.
"Collegiate Calendar" will feature student reporters detailing
up-coming campus events, and profiling key individuals in the
community and university. The show ill also highlight issues that
impact Statesboro, GSU and its students. The show will run through
the end of Fall quarter.

Campus Greetings holds contest
Campus Greetings is holding a contest for college students who
are interested in submitting artwork, photography verse designed
for a special line of cards for college students.
These cards are designed to express a friendship or love theme.
Art and verse should specifically reflect the words and lifestyle of
college students.
Prizes will be $100 for each piece of art or photography and $50 for
each verse selected.
There will be over 120 winners in this contest. All non-winning
submissions will be kept on file to consider in their next production
run.
The winners will receive a credit line on the back of each card,
including the name of the college each student attends and
"anticipated" year of graduation. This cards will be distributed nationally.
For verse, prose is preferred and should not be more than 10-15
lines. Artwork and photography is limited only by the person's
imagination.
For a package outlining of this program, submit name, mailing
address and name of school by October 18, 1991. Mail to: Campus
Greetings, c/o McCallum Design Company, 1380 Pearl Road,
Brunswick, OH 44212.

Innovative solutions from students and faculty
How can personal computers (PCs) help solve such diverse
world issues as cleaning up the environment and illiteracy? How
can educators develop software applications that help to creatively
address issues in different fields of study?
If you have the solution, then you could be a winner in Zenith
Data Systems' 1991 Masters of Innovation IV competition.
The prize for first place is two ZDS MastersPort 386SL notebook
computers — one for the winners and one for their respective
schools, totalling $6,800.
Second prize winners will each win a MastersPort 386SX notebook computer and one for their respective schools; third prize winners will win a MastersPort 286 notebook computer and one for
their respective schools. As many as 96 notebook PCs will be
awarded.
There are four separate competition categories: one for college
students; one for high school students; one for teachers grades 9-12;
and another for college and university faculty. Members of each
group will compete only with their peers.
All contestants, except for college and university faculty should
submit a 1000-2000 word essay along with a 100 word abstract on how
they would apply PC technology now or in the future to address one
of the following world issues: AIDS Research, Cleaning up the
Environment, Illiteracy and Reducing Dependence on Oil.
College and university faculty and staff are invited to submit a
typed 10-page, double-spaced paper along with a 100-word abstract
describing how they have developed or applied microcomputer
hardware and/or software to creatively address and issue in one of
the follow fields of study: Business, Liberal Arts and Science,
Education and Engineering and Computer Science.
Independent judging panels for the contest will include experts
in these fields. Entries will be evaluated on innovation and
originality, effectiveness in solving problems and the importance
of PC technology to the solution.
Deadline is Dec. 20, 1991. Winners will be announced in early
March, 1992.
Contest entry forms may be obtained by calling 1-800-553-0203.

By Laurie Wilson
Dallas Morning News
CARROLLTON, Texas The students at Charles M.
Blalack Junior High School
hadn't been born when President
John F. Kennedy was assassinated.
Few, however, will forget
this announcement Friday by an
assistant principal: "A historical
event has taken place. The president of the United States has been
assassinated."
Assistant principal Dara
Stewart read the statement over
the public address system, crying, shortly before the start of
classes. Four minutes later, she
told students that the deliberately
untrue announcement had been
made to gauge student reaction.
Students in several classes
had been studying the 1938 radio
play "The War of the Worlds,"
which fictitiously reported that
Martians had landed in New
Jersey.
Principal Lora Folsom said
she had approved the statement as
part of a project to test students'
reactions to tragedy.
One reaction: Students, parents and the school board president harshly criticized Friday's
announcement as insensitive.
"They were playing with our
emotions, and they shouldn't
have done that for any reason,"
eighth-grader Shane Speakman
said Friday. "This has hurt a lot
of people. What really makes me
mad is how the assistant principal faked crying."
Even some of the teachers
who had not been informed of the
fake announcement were crying,
students said.
B.L. David, superintendent
of the Carrollton-Farmers
Branch Independent School
District, said, "Obviously some
bad judgment was made."
"I will talk to Mrs. Folsom
on Monday and find out exactly
what happened," he said
Saturday. "If something was said
about the assassination of the
president, that's uncalled for."
Don Sheffield, president of
the school board, said responsibility should fall on Davis and the
Blalack administration.
"I'm very disappointed that
this has happened," Sheffield

said. "We're concerned about
maintaining an educational atmosphere."
Shane and 50 other students
walked out of school on their
lunch break Friday to protest
what he called a "sick joke."
"My parents told me about
when President Kennedy was
shot, and this was exactly like it,"
Shane said. "I felt sick inside."
The mother of one student
defended the walkout.
"The kids did what they
thought was right. They were
more responsible than the
adults," said Eleen Ray, whose
son Derek is an eighth-grader. "I
was in the sixth grade when
President Kennedy was shot, and
this whole thing brought back
some painful memories for me."
Many students questioned
why the administration fright-'
ened the entire school for a project
that involved only some students.
Student Chantelle Lindlief
said Saturday that entire classes
See HOAX, page 7
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COME PICK UP APOLLO
NIGHT APPLICATIONS
NOW!!

The
FRIENDLY
DINER
Home-coked Meals
and
Menu Orders

Lunch Buffet
$3.49
Breakfast to Lunch
6:30 am - 3 pm
Located across from
Statesboro Mall and
beside Franklin
Chevrolet
489-3307

Union Productions
RM #207
Deadline: Oct. 8th
$5.00 Entry Fee
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Reunion' to be dedicated

By Nancy Rowell
Staff Writer

Steel spirals upward to blend
with boldly colored flags that create the new sculpture in front of
the Foy Building.
Some feel this creation resembles dolphins while some say
it resembles ski flags.
"That is the beauty of this
sculpture, each individual has his
or her own interpretation of what
it is," said Richard Tichich, coordinator of this project.
Caroline Montague was commissioned by artist Betty Foy
Sanders to create an environmental sculpture for the front lawn of
the Foy Fine Arts Building.
A perspectus was sent around
the state to artist challenging
them with this project. "We got
about 50 entries and then narrowed [it] down to one" said
Tichich.
Sanders made these thematic
suggestions for the artist :
creativity, ascending upward,
aspiration, life, four members of
a family united as one and circular forms evolving to represent
unity contrasting the square
lines of the building.
Montague,
an
Atlanta
resident, said, "Family members
are all unique individuals, but
are united by family bonds."
Named "Reunion," this sculpture
actually represents a family.
She explained, "The color
flags are in arch of energy that

Health &
Fitness
By Donald Jordan
Staff Writer

Now that all the excitement of
the weekend is over, it's time to
focus your mind back to the anxiety of this week's tests and assignments. You've been procrastinating and now the pressure is
on to find time to cram it all in.
You can't concentrate because
of the big arguement you had with
your girlfriend or boyfriend. And
what about those meetings you
have to attend this week? And
those credit card bills! What
should you do?
Stress is the body and mind's
reaction to anything that is new,
threatening, or exiting. Stress
prepares you to act, and how you
handle it affects your health and
well-being.
Some stress is part of daily
life, and it affects everyone.
Furthermore, everyone needs
some degree of stress to stay
motivated; this is known as helpful or positve stress.
However, when there is too
much stress on your mind and
body, negative and harmful effects arise. This undesirable
form of stress can cause anxiety,
tightening of the neck area, tension headaches, backaches, sleep
disturbances, depression and
some serious physical problems.
You can learn to manage the
stress of college life, and as soon
as you do, you'll be better able to
enjoy your college years. Some
days you may become stressed by
such things as a negative response from a professor, boss, or
parent.
You may feel like running
away from the problem or even
arguing, but you must stay cool.
This causes your adrenaline to
become bottled up , having no
place to go.
In a recent interview, Ford
Bailey, at the GSU Counseling
Center, suggested that one should
try to prevent these negative situations from happening, and even
though these situations come up
occasionally try to keep them to a
minimum.
Exercise is a way to drain this
bottled-up adrenaline. It will also
relieve some of your nervous energy and help condition you cardiovascular system to withstand
stress.
Adequate sleep along with a
balanced diet also helps reduce
stress. This includes taking
vitamins, reducing your intake
of caffeine, and protecting yourSee Health, page 7

says they are separate, but related
members building together with
a sense of celebration."
The fine arts building is
named after J.P. Foy, Betty Foy
Sanders' father. It was built during
her
husband's
administration;1963-1967. She
has been an avid patron of the arts
since 1963.
"Betty Foy Sanders commissioned this project with money
that she saved from selling her
paintings. This was very unselfish and is a nice way for creative
energy to recycle," said Tichich.
For nearly two decades
Sanders has donated sculptures
and paintings to GSU which are
formally called the Betty Foy
Sanders Colletion.
Most of this artwork is housed
in Henderson Library. All of her
donations have been artwork by
Georgia artists.
"The sculpture spirals upward
and therefore gives the impression of grace. It floats like a ballet dancer who doesn't seem to be
pulled down by gravity," said
Tichich.
"This upward spiraling is an
important reference to families
as well as GSU," he said.
"Since fall quarter is filled
with hopes and dreams, it was decided that now would be a good
time to dedicate this sculpture,"
Tichich said.
See Reunion, page 7
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Talking dancer on campus
GSU News Service

Fearful of leaving home for
the first time, worried about the
end of a long-term relationship,
and being on your own are things
all college students can relate to
and understand. Once the fear is
gone, fresh starts and bright futures take on new lives of their
own.

Buy 1 lunch or dinner (# 1 - #30 Combinations),
get the second for half price with this coupon.
Phone: 764-9828

The
ec/ectic
column

Celeste Miller has toured extensively throughout the U.S., including a performance in
Statesboro several years ago, with
Celeste Miller, referred to as her "Lost and Found in America:
the "talking dancer," will present Some of the Stories" production.
her own stories of new beginTickets for this event will be
nings in her performance piece distributed at the GSU Union
"Vision On 66," October 22 and 24 Information counter. Tickets are
at 8 p.m. in the Foy Recital Hall.
free to students, faculty, staff, and
"Vision On 66" is a story about administration with a valid GSU
a person far away from home and I.D. The tickets will be distributed
alone and stranded in a hotel on exclusively to students October 8Route 66. The unknown highway 15, and to everyone else beginsoon becomes a new path toward a ning October 16. The ticket guarbright future and reveals a vision antees seating only until 7:50
born out of the stories of some of p.m. in the Foy Recital Hall.
the other fellow travelers she en- Persons needing to purchase tickcounters down the "Will Rogers" ets may do so beginning October
Highway.
16 at the CLEC office, room 111 Foy
Building, or by calling 681-5434.

George-Anne
We're looking out for you.,.

SGA AA
Logo
Contest
* Design the SGA logo
*$50 prize for the best entry
*Ail students are eligible
'Winning entry to be used for New
SGA Banners & Publicity
'Entries are due Oct. 23rd in the
SGA office, Union 207 by 5:00 p.m.
Tor more information call 681-5631
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Traffic
Light,
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If you give a crap...

420 Gentilly Place
across from Winn Dixie
764 - 6924

Get involved!
nautica.
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Tomorrow
Wednesday, Oct. 9th
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
University Union Commons
Special Election to select
Vice President for
Auxiliary Affairs

All students are eligible to vote
(You must show your ID)
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Misty McPherson
News Editor

Unfounded comments
Recently, a local radio talk show host described the
story "ID problems at stadium upset some students"
[The George-Anne, Sept. 24] as unfounded and that the
best part of the story was the headline.
We stand by our story, and invite anyone to review
our source material or listen to the taped interview
with athletic director David "Bucky" Wagner that was
the basis for the article.
It disturbs us that this announcer, who has extremely close ties to GSU and it's sports program,
would announce that a news story has no merit without even listening to the source material first.
We hope that this type of unprofessional and petty
behavior will not continue in the future.

Male perfume doesn't
attract women at all
Most American guys are reluctant to use fragrances, on the
theory that if you start wearing
perfume, you're heading down a
slippery slope that will inevitably
lead to rouge, leotards, watching
"Oprah," etc. So most guys prefer
to emit only natural male aromas
such as BO and ketchup.
To change this attitude, the
fragrance industry has for years
been running an advertising
campaign based on the theme that
a fragrance-wearing guy will
need a fully charged cattle prod to
fend off semi-naked women.
You've seen the magazine ads,
which usually feature a guy being
stared at by a woman whose facial
expression says: "I am receiving
your fragrance! Let's have carnal
relations right here in the
magazine!"
The thing is, when I hear
women talk about what they find
attractive in a man, they never
mention fragrance. Women don't
care about shallow, superficial
qualities. Women care about
spiritual issues, such as: Does the
man have cute buns?
Take
my
research
department, Judi Smith. I want to
stress that Judi is happily married to her husband, Tim, a total
stud muffin and sex wolverine.
But sometimes, for research
purposes, Judi puts photographs of
male models on the office wall,
and these photographs tend to be
bun-oriented.
So the question is, do male
fragrances really attract women?
In an effort to find out, I conducted
a scientific test of two fragrances
for men, starting with:

GIORGIO COLOGNE FOR
MEN
I selected Giorgio because it
met my stringent criterion,
namely, I got a free publicity
sample in the mail. I used the
standard scientific test procedure
of (1) sneaking up behind the
males in my office, (2) firing a
burst of cologne ai uieir heads,
and (3) sprinting off to a safe distance. The results were as
follows:
• The males reacted to Giorgio
in exactly the same way that a
cockroach reacts to Raid. If there
had been a giant refrigerator
nearby, they would have scurried
underneath it.

For alert
readers only...
Dave Barry

• Females in the vicinity of
the Giorgio-treated males definitely experienced a passionate
emotion. "What is that SMELL?"
is how they expressed it. To my
knowledge, the office staff went
through the entire day without a
single episode of carnal relations. This was bad news for
Giorgio, but good news for the
human gene pool, considering the
guys in my office.
I had high hopes for the next
fragrance product:

LIQUID MAGNET
I found about this thanks to
alert reader Robert T. Germaux,
who sent me a mail advertisement that begins: "Would you
like to turn beautiful women on
instantly? Would you like beautiful girls to ignore your face and
stare at your pants?"
Frankly, no, because of the
ravioli stains. But anyway, according to the ad, Liquid Magnet
contains a "rare distilled Swiss
pheromone formula" that is irresistible to women. If you wear it,
the ad claims, "Salesgirls, dental
hygienists and other women will
try to touch you, and may reach
for your private parts!"
I personally, would not be
thrilled if I were having my teeth
cleaned, with a suction hose in
my mouth and drool all over my
bib, and a dental hygienist wearing gloves and a mask suddenly
lunged for my personal region.
Especially if she were holding a
sharp instrument. But I felt it was
important to test this product, so I
generously sent off $39.95 of The
Miami Herald's money.
Weeks later I received a
small, crushed, torn, oozing
brown package that looked like it
had been delivered by Edward
Scissorhands. Inside was a leaking cheap plastic spray bottle containing a yellowish fluid that you
might mistake for publicSee Barry, page 7
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'White conspiracy' ■ a dangerous myth
There has been a lot of talk
about conspiracies recently,
specifically, that of a white conspiracy
against
AfricanAmericans.
It seems that, in growing
numbers,
many
AfricanAmericans believe that the drug
problems, increasing violence,
and AIDS in inner cities are a result of a white conspiracy - the object of which is extermination.
On a recent CBS newscast,
about a dozen, highly respected
African-Americans sat together
in a room and agreed that there
was indeed a conspiracy. Most of
the subjects had college degrees
and many had doctorates.
I can't say I blame these people
for thinking there is a plot of
some sort.
If one were living in a neighborhood filled with crime and
drugs, and little to no police
protection, yet a few blocks away
there were peaceful well-patrolled
neighborhoods - one might start
thinking that there was a deliberate plan behind it.
I can also say for sure that if
"civic" organizations like the
KKK or the skinheads were smart
enough, they might try something
like that.
But the conspiracy theory is a
wonderfully seductive one, and it
is human nature to listen to them
with wide eyes and think that it is
us against them.
Back in the late 1800's, a book

From the editor's desk...
Gary A. Witte
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When a large group of people begin to
believe that another group is conspiring
against them... things are going to turn
violent.
called Protocols of the Learned
Elders of Zion was written, describing a alleged meeting of
high Jewish officials. The book
described how they would take
over the world by way of a secret
conspiracy.
As silly as this may sound
now, the book was deadly seriousness back then.
The false book fueled antisemitism in Europe, and became
one of Hitler's many "proofs" of
the Jewish conspiracy.
Then came the Holocaust.
Which leads us back to the
"white conspiracy."
The neat thing about conspiracy theories is that if you
deny that there is a conspiracy,
then you automatically become
suspect.
After all, you could just be a

part of it. Denial is very suspicious.
Which is why, with each
denial, there is a tendency for
people to say, "Hey, there might be
something actually going on
here."
Which is exactly what one
might think about this column,
that I, too, might be a part of it.
Whatever it is.
For instance, I could tell you
that at this very moment that there
is a conspiracy to prevent any
students from parking anywhere
on campus.
And if you think about it
awhile, it starts to sound logical,
after all, it fits the facts. If the
administration denies it, they just
sound like they are covering it up.
Before you know it, there is a
crowd of students protesting in

front of the administration building demanding blood or better
parking.
Maybe that sounds amusing,
but when a large group of people
begin to believe that another group
is conspiring against them, then
sooner, or later, things are going
to turn violent.
That is what is so dangerous
about conspiracy theories.
True bigotry, for the most part,
is a shapeless, unorganized thing.
It is the average person, whose
ideas and attitudes are shaped by
their friends and family that are
the main feeders of bigotry, hatred
and violence.
I'm not saying that there
aren't real conspiracies against
African-Americans out there, but
whites - as far as I know - did not
invent AIDS, are not encouraging
black-on-black violence, and are
not trying to exclusively pump
drugs into black neighborhoods.
The slimeballs who deal
drugs are too interested in profit to
care what race they deal their shit
to.
So if there is an Americanwide, or even a worldwide, "white
conspiracy," then no one has gotten around to telling me about it
yet.
Recommended Reading Foucault's
Pendulum, By
Umberto Eco

Studies program will broaden your experience
/ envision a world of BLACK:
not the black representing derogatory statements and other
negative thoughts but BLACK as
an anachronism representing
Beauty
Love
Ancestral history
Culture and
Knowledge of a diversified
race.
Are you interested in broadening your academic experience?
If your response is yes, then
perhaps you should "explore the
history, culture and ideas of
African and African American
people," says Dr. Alfred Young, a
professor in the Department of
History.
For those who aren't aware,
GSU is one of only two colleges in
the state of Georgia that has an
African and African American
Studies Program (AAASP).
At the University of Georgia,
you can receive an AAASP certificate. GSU offers a minor;
twenty hours are required to obtain a minor. And, of that twenty
there's a 5 credit hour prerequisite
required.
If things continue to progress
at GSU, then I'm hopeful a major
will be offered soon.

Philana Griffin

The African and African
American program was officialized winter quarter 1991.
However, the program received
recognition beforehand. Some of
the courses that were offered previously are now a part of the
AAASP course curriculum.
On July 1, the school received
a grant of $119,000 from the U.S.
Department of Education to assist
and strengthen the program in
various aspects.
A consultant, Armstad
Robinson, visited GSU this summer. While he was here, there
was a round-table discussion in
the Carroll Building pertaining to
the AAASP.
During the discussion,
Robinson offered various suggestions that would contribute to the
growth and develoDment of the
AAASP.
Broadening the selection of library resources, expanding and
providing a broader variety of

courses, and teaching skills and
various approaches that would assist in dispelling the archaic
myths pertaining to African and
people of African descent were
some concerns that were discussed at this information session.
In addition to these concerns,
Armstad Robinson deemed it necessary to have a center that would
display paintings, literature,
sculptures and various other aspects of African and African
American culture.
Dr. Young, whom I quoted
before, is responsible for the formulation of this program. Upon
his arrival to GSU in 1989 and departure from teaching at both
Colgate and the University of New
York, the attempt to establish an
African and African American
Studies Program has been an ongoing project for him.

Dr. Young had some assistance from the African and
African American Studies
Program Faculty which consist of
18 professors located in various
departments. Professors David
Dudley (English), E. Francois
Manchuelle
(History),
V.
Richard Persico (Sociology/
Anthropology), Saba Jallow
(Political Science), and Mical
Whitaker (Communication Arts)
are presently members of the
Executive Committee.
The AAASP is not a new minor formulated just for African
and people of African descent. It's
imperative for other cultures to
take these courses.
I concur with Dr. Young, exploring "the history, culture and
ideas of African American
people" will broaden students
academic exoerience.
As a result of taking these
courses, individuals of other cultures will have a better understanding of African and African
Americans.
The derogatory statements and
thoughts will be eliminated. And
the new meaning of blackness
will be a positive one.
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Rod's
Review
By Rod Swinson

EKU makes it two in a row GSU 10-6
ByEricWeisenmiller
Assistant Sports Editor

Staff writer

Well, I just left the most
exquisite cafateria on the campus
of GSU, and what I heard was a
far cry from fan support for the
Eagle football team.
Although Landrum was
somewhat empty, the consesus
was that the team just does deserve
support until they earn support.
I must admit, after viewing the
game on Sports South, I was not
racing to my closet to get my shirt
and hat that identifies me as an
Eagle fan.
Even though comments
ranged from: "We need a
quarterback who doesn't think the
football is the plague," to "If I were
a receiver on the Eagles team, I
would transfer, because I would
never see the ball," I'm not going
to give up on the team yet. They're
just about to get the key player.
By the way, the sports editor
says things are still going
according to plan.
I really don't want to
contradict my last column, but
things are getting kind of tough
for me.
As I was walking out of
Landrum, I saw a rather symbolic
sight. Walking ahead of me, was
one of the more prominent
defensive backs with a very
noticeable limp, as if to say, "We

It was a defensive battle
Saturday night at Roy Kidd
Stadium in Richmond, Kentucky
as number six ranked GSU faced
the number three ranked Eastern
Kentucky Coloniels in one of the
best match ups of the season in
Division I-AA.
The contest was a showcase of
two stubborn defensive units. The
Eagles could only manage to gain
194 yards of total offense
compared
with
Eastern
Kentucky's 191yards.
Turnovers

were

the

determining factor in the
disappointing 10-6 defeat of the
Eagles. Neither team could get
their offensive machines in gear.
All but three of the points
scored were set up by turnovers
deep in the opposition's territory.
GSU who came into the game
with a 2-2 record were looking to
avenge last season's 42-34 loss to
the Coloniels which ended the
Eagle's 38- game winning streak
at Paulson Stadium.
On the opening kickoff
Eastern Kentucky's Leon Brown
coughed up the ball and GSU
freshman Danny Britt recovered
Eagles took over at the EKU 31
yard line.
After being penalized live
yards for illegal procedure
Quarterback Charles Bostick

picked up 11 yards on the first
offensive play. On the following
play Bostick handed off to
fullback Lester Effort who
rambled 23 yards to the two yard
line.
Three plays later converted
slotback Albert Huntley plunged
into the end zone from one yard
out to put the Eagles on top early
6-O.The extra point attempt was
blocked.
After exchanging punts the
Colonels had the Eagles pinned at
their own eight yard line. Then a
Bostick fumble gave EKU the ball
at the GSU 4 yard line.
Two plays later Tim Lester
ran it in from the five.
The point after was good and
the Colonels grabbed a lead which
they would not relinquish.

Early in the second quarter,
Eastern Kentucky put together the
most substantial drive of the
evening.
Starting at their own 35 yard
line EKU marched to the GSU 9
yard line while eating up 6:25 of
the clock.
The Eagle defense stalled the
drive and forced the Colonels to
settle for a Todd Duffy field goal.
At the half, EKU held the
advantage 10-6.
GSU's comeback attempt was
stifled by costly turnovers. Two
Bostick fumbles squelched two of
the Eagle's third quarter drives.
Interceptions by Mark Giles,
Jim Mutimer and Mike Berry
gave the Eagles the ball in decent
field position, but the offence
failed to capitalize.

With 1:08 remaining on the
clock GSU took over on their own
43 yardline and installed the
two-minute offense for an
attempted comeback drive.
The Eagle hopes went
unrealized, however, after Bostick
lost his fourth fumble of the game.
The final outcome was 10-6.
The Colonels improved their
record to 4-1. The Eagles drop to
2-3.
"It's been so long since we've
played a game in Paulson
Stadium that I really don't think I
can remember just what it looks
like," said Coach Tim Stowers.
GSU hopes to return to their
winning ways next Saturday as
they return to the friendly
confines of Paulson Stadium to
face Western Carolina at. 1 p.m.

Volleyball team wins first tournament ever
By Michael Strong
Sports Editor

The Lady Eagle volleyball
team overcame stiff challenges
and bad scheduling to win their
first tournament in school history
over the weekend.
"They sure surprised me,"
said Coach J.B. Claiborne. "I
didn't exoect it, but 111 take it."
The tournament featured
GSU, Alabama State, Alabama
A&M, South Carolina State, and
Tuskegee

In those two matches, Alexis
Dankulic had 22 kills and Nicci
Borisek added 13. Cardell had 50
assists and Ciezkowski had eight
aces.
They then faced Alabama
State to get to the playoffs. Borisek
went gonzo in the 15-12,15-2,15-12
victory with 16 kills and no errors for a .615 hitting percentage.
"She
[Borisek]
was
incredible," said Claiborne. "But,
we hit in streaks. Next game it
vas Julie. She had eight kills and
no errors for a percentage of .500.
But, we always had somebody
hot."

"I was worried we were going
to run out of gas," said Claiborne.
"I wasn't subbing much and we
had to play three matches in about
three hours and the finals right
after the semi-finals. Plus, they
had beaten us earlier, but they
came through."
Cardell finished the tournament with 129 assists, 12 kills
and no errors. She had 309 assists
going into the tournament and
needed just 15 more to break her
own record of 324 which she set
last season.
"She's played on a bad ankle
all year long," said Claiborne.
"But, it didn't seem to bother her."

lost and it hurt, and I'm not sure if
we really have a leg to stand on."
In addition to winning the
Well let me leave the depth of
tournament, senior setter Dee
despair, and move on to the land of
Cardell was named MVP of th.
Ciezkowski had 34 kills and
luxuries, namely Atlanta.
They played Paine College in
tournament
and
Julie
18 aces. Dankulic and Borisek
How about the BRAVES!!!
the
semi-finals
and
took
them
in
Finally, I am proud to say that Ciezkowski was named to the four games, 15-8,15-9, 6-15,15-10.
finished with 59 and 52 kills reAll-Tournament team.
I'm a Braves fan.
spectively.
I mean from worst to first in
The loss of the fourth game
"I'm really happy for Dee,"
Claiborne was quick to add
the span of a year, was simply an said Claiborne. "Julie played
was the first game they had
that it was a complete team effort.
impossible dream at the well, too. It was just a great weekdropped in the tournament.
"They all played well," he
beginning of the baseball season.
end for us."
said. "Jennifer Petelle was our
In the finals, they faced a
To be honest, I really didn't
The Lady Eagles just plowed
South Carolina State squad that blocking leader and Dee gave us
think it would happen in my life
leadership."
through
the
competition,
winning
had
beaten them at home earlier
time.
this season, in four games.
The Lady Eagles have been on
I thought that the Hawks would 15 games and losing just two.
a
roll
of late. They took a three
be having a victory party in
But, the Lady Eagles returned
In their first match, they beat
match winning streak into the
Dominique's club long before the Alabama A&M, 15-5, 15-6, 15-12,
the favor by beating S.C. State in
Braves would be partying with then wiped out Paine, the host
four games, 15-10,12-15,15-7,15- tournament and extended it to
Prime Time in his club.
eight.
team, 15-8,15-10,15-7.
7.
I'm glad I was wrong. Hats off
to the Braves.
Well I have been talking to a
few of the basketball players
("C.Y.," and Wendell,), and
things seem to be looking pretty
good.
I'm looking forward to seeing
the Eagle basketball team
The
Golden
Panthers
FIU capitalized on those chances
improve on their record from last By Elise Lane
retaliated with a scoring
late in the game, at 75:10 and
year. The guys seem to be pretty Guest writer
opportunity of their own, except
81:21.
focussed on the task at hand.
they put the ball in the net.
For the Eagles, Sutton hustled
If the game was won in the
The GSU soccer team was
At 8:40, Titto Torrejon laid a
all over the field and created
mind, the Eagles positive attitude defeated by Florida International
ball off past GSU goalkeeper
numerous scoring opportunities,
would warrant an undefeated (FIU) at Eagle Field, 4-0, last
Kevin Chambers and Don
but none found the back of the net.
season.
Thursday.
Gaillard ran it into net.
Adam Clark also had a strong
Now there is this matter of the
"We played smart," said
The Eagles did not let up the
defensive performance.
picture that the Strong Points Coach Tom Norton. "But, we
pressure. Joey DeSandre took a
With less than a minute left
painted of Mr. Deion Sanders.
didn't track our man all the way
shot causing a FIU's goalkeeper to on the clock, Andrew Hansen
The impression that I received down the field. We let him loose
make a brilliant save. Ted went down with an ankle injury.
was one of utter dislike.
inside the 18 [yard line] and they
Davidson also had a golden
This brings the total of injured
Well I have a different view of scored."
opportunity to score off a corner
starters to four.
Prime Time. I think he is good
The first scoring opportunity
kick, but was unable to score.
"We've got so many injuries,"
for professional sports not to was created by Eagle midfielder
FIU scored again at the 32:00 said Norton. "But, the guys are
mention the media.
Scott Sutton.
mark. At intermission, the score staying competitive."
Regardless of your opinion
He picked off a pass at
was 2-0 in favor of the Golden
The Eagles dropped to 2-6-2
about Deion as a person, the man midfield and passed to an open
overall and 0-3-1 in the Trans
has extraordinary talents.
Chris Martinez. The FIU defense Panthers.
After halftime, both teams had America Athletic Conference
To play two professional sports collapsed around Martinez, who
plenty of opportunities to score.
Eastern Division.
and have an impact in both of them was unable to get off a shot.
is not an easy task. I admit he gets
paid well for doing it, maybe too
much just to entertain, but that's
another issue.
The professional sports world
makes money by providing
entertainment that people will pay
to go and watch.
each of their three competitions.
and West Georgia in the latest
Deion, in his profound By Elise Lane
GSU finished third to Samford meet.
wisdom, and utter conceit, is an Guest writer
entertainer in every aspect of the
Two GSU athletes have been
selected as Trans America
term.
Prime Time can have an
Athletic Conference (TAAC)
entire stadium of people on the
Players of the Week for their reA GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
edge of their seats just waiting for spective sports, the conference
the moment he's going to blast off. announced last Tuesday.
Deion always provides the
Senior soccer player Ted
media with a highlight shot or Davidson and sophomore cross
some profound word that rings country runner Mike King are
throughout the airwaves or across the first Eagles to be recognized
MARCHING BAND
the wire service.
this season.
Mr. Sanders is a prime
Davidson scored two goals
commodity in the business world. and added an assist in a 3-3 tie
I mean names like Deion, Bo, with Georgia State on Saturday
* Magic, oh and I can't forget and saved two goals with outMICHAEL, they just personify standing plays against South
on First Performance
entertainment,
and
that Carolina.
translates into currency.
King captured the individual
from your friends
So in conclusion, Mr. Strong if title at the West Georgia
the man was overrated, why would Invitational, finishing the five
we be wasting precious space in mile course in 26:20. He has
the George-Anne to give him ink? placed highest among Eagles in

Senior setter Dee Cardell shown here against SCAD was
named MVP of the Paine Tournament last weekend. The
Lady Eagles also won the tournament, their first tournament
win ever. (Photo by Tony Tocco)

Soccer team drops tough
one to FIU 4-0 at Eagle Field

Two GSU players awarded the TAAC
players of the week honors last week
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Soccer team wrestles away win 2-0
By Michael Strong

A-l

Sports Editor

GSU defeated Winthrop 2-0
last Saturday at Eagle Field in
what looked more like a wrestling match than a soccer game.

Sfi

Three Winthrop players and a
GSU player were cautioned and
another Winthrop player was
ejected.

Service

By Chris Smith
Both of the GSU mens' and
womens' cross-country teams
compteted in the Georgia
Intercollegiate meet in Atlanta
this weekend.
The mens' team placed fifth
overall and the women placed
sixth.

99 Institute Street
(next to the Wearhouse)
Day Phone 764-7212

Senior midfielder Scott Sutton passes the ball up the field against Winthrop College The
Eagles defeated Winthrop 2-0 at Eagle Field Sunday (Photo By Tony Tocco)
Winthrop's Gary Baker tried
to give his team the advantage
less than a minute later when he
tried to use a screen to roll a shot
by Chambers, but he handled it
with no problem.
With a bit less than nine minutes left in the first half, the
Eagles had their best chance for a
goal.
Dak Woods followed a shot
into the goal to put the rebound in
the net, but just before he could
head the ball in a Winthrop
player reached over and slapped it
over the net and out of bounds. No
call was made on the hand ball.
The first half ended in 0-0 tie.
The second half began with the
Eagles dominating the tempo and
flow of the game and Winthrop

committing a lot of hai d fouls.
At 51:27 a string of actions by
the referee turned the tide of the
game.
First, he cautioned Winthrop's
Kwresi Wilburg for ungentlemanly conduct, then ejected
Brian Naylorm for striking and
then cautioned Jim Lord. All occurred in just a little over one
minute.
GSU seized the momentum
during the spree and scored between the ejection and the second
caution.
Chuck Hayes took the ball up
the left wing and found a wide
open Chris Chambers in the center of the goal box, who put the ball
in for the easy score.
Winthrop would never recover

from the goal and the referee's actions.
The Eagles added another
goal less than two minutes after
scoring the first one when
DeSandre put one in with an assist from Scott Sutton.
With Winthrop being a man
short, GSU moved the ball around
a lot and kept them moving, but
would not score again.
GSU's Chambers, the Eagles
all-time leader in shutouts, got
his first shutout of the season.
"I'm sure he feels good about
it," said Norton. "This should do
his confidence some good and for
the defense as well."
The Eagles improved to 3-6-2.
They play Flagler College on tomorrow at 2 p.m. at Eagle Field.

Cross Country teams races to fifth place
Staff writer

I ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Contact Ronnie Gay at

But, the biggest difference in
the game for the Eagles was the effort by the players.
"It was a good win," said
Coach Tom Norton. "We were
aggressive and we had a lot of
effort, which we didn't have
against FIU."
The game was a seesaw affair
in the beginning with both teams
moving the ball up and down the
field.
Winthrop had the first scoring
opportunity of the game at the 8:04
mark when Shane Sallie ripped a
shot at Eagle goalkeeper Kevin
Chambers.
Chambers blocked the shot, but
was unable to hold onto the ball,
but Joey DeSandre blocked the
next shot, then cleared it to foil
Winthrop.
The Eagles had a scoring
chance at the 13:13 mark.
DeSandre drilled a shot from the
edge of the penalty area, but
Winthrop goalkeeper Steve
Pereira stoned him.
At 29:38, GSlPs Brian Buback
took a curving shot from about 25
yards out, but Pereira, despite being partially screened, slid over
and made the save.

-air conditioner repairs
-clean and repair radiators
-gas tanks and heaters
-new radiators
-water pumps
-heaters

The meet was very competative as it consisted of only the
teams from the state of Georgia.
The men were led by Mike
King who finished eleventh overall as he was the only runner to
receive all state honors for GSU
on the mens' side.
The fifth place finish was GSU
highest finish ever in this meet.

Other top finishers for the mens'
team were Gene Sapino, Chris
Smith, Cedric Crumbley, Tommy
Trent, Don Daniels, Jay Knight,
Brad Simmons, Chris Sherwood,
Mike
Brinkmeyer,
Matt
McDuffie, and Tim Willis.
The womens' team was paced
by Alicia Hewes, who also received all state honors with a four-

A*Un&m»V ^
Birthday

teenth overall finish.
Hewes, the only senior on either team, ran to all state honors
for the fourth year consecutive
year.
Other top finishers for the womens team were Beth Thomas,
Jessica Lloyd, Angie Stewart,
Gail McLeroy, Gina Nunnally,
See Cross-Country, page 7

Night Phone 754-6583

Nominations for students to be
named to Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges are needed by Friday,
October 11, 1991.

Any member of the faculty, staff, or student body may
nominate students for Who's Who. In fact, we depend upon
you to make us aware of worthy students. We have been
given a short time to complete the entire selection process
and ask your help in meeting this nomination deadline.
Criteria for selection include:
1. Grade Point Average (2.80
Minimum)
2. Campus Leadership and Service
3. Outstanding Achievement in
athletics, debate, music, art,
literature.
4. Junior or Senior Status
Nomination forms can be picked up at the Office of Special
Programs, Rosenwald Building, Room 289.

Multicultural
RECEPTION
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Solo Guitarist:
Todd Sparks

Don't Miss Our Birthday Bash!
October 8th
Union Commons
11:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

Celebrate
Diversity
Wednesday, October 9
Union Ballroom
5-7 p.m.
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5* George-Anne

V

Health

Cross-Country

Braves

Continued from page 3

Continued from page 6

Continued from page 1

self from the lowered immunity
caused by stress. The last thing
you need is to get sick during
stressful times.
Also managing your time is
helpful. It takes planning ahead,
studying every day, and doing
some work on each subject each
day so that you won't get behind
and have to pull an all-nighter.
Most importantly, relax. Tak«
the time to enjoy your hobbies whether it's music, a favorite
television show, or a nice warm
bubble bath. Also every now and
then take a few deep breaths to
clear your mind. Better yet, close
your eyes and imagine yourself
in a very relaxed place, such as
on a sandy beach chatting with
your favorite celebrity, as if he or
she is your best friend. Wow!
These are only a few ways to
manage stress, and if carried out
on a consistent basis you can keep
your stress to a minimum.
However, if you have a
chronic condition of stress please
contact the GSU Counseling
Center (located in the right wing
of the Health Services Building)
or call 681-5541. The office hours
are from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
(Monday through Friday).
Because college students are
faced with many challenges, they
experience numerous stressful
situations. However, with effective stress management you will
be able to keep things in proper
perspective.

Jody Lloyd, Melanie Jarvis, and
Chrissy Beck.
This weekend the crosscountry teams will compete at
Furman
University
in
Greenville, South Carolina.
The meet will feature some of
the top teams from the south. The
course is also where the district
meet will be held in early
November.

Reunion

Student Entertainers Needed

had Braves written across them,
had vacationed this year in San
Francisco and Los Angeles, following the Braves. He was offering cheers for the Giants.
Delcampo moved here from
Tampa seven years ago. He had
suffered in Florida with the hapless Bucaneers of the NFL. He
had become a regular here.
"You move. You go. They
lose. But you go because it's your

duty. Lots of places don't have
that opportunity. Then a day like
this comes along," Delcampo
said.
They moved toward the
parking lot. But their celebration,
like the rest of Atlanta, wasn't
over.
Said Wells: "There's going
to be $5 million worth of
Budweiser drank tonight and
we're going to help."

Continued from paae 3
The dedication is scheduled
for November 3 at 2:00 p.m. Both
Montague and Sanders will be
present for this event.
In addition to the dedication,
this event will showcase a threegeneration exhibition of works by
Sanders; her daughter, Betty Foy
Botts; and her grandson, Austin
Sanders Botts.

for the
1991 Parents' Weekend Student Talent Show!
Saturday, October 26,1991
8:00 p.m.
University Union Ballroom
00
$100. Cash Prize To First Place Winner!
Applications are currently available in the
Office of Special Programs, 289 Rosenwald.
Only the first fifteen (15) entries will be
accepted! Application Deadline: Friday,
October 18 at 4:00 p.m.

Congratulations, on your
new beginning together!"

Hoax

"Kim andJot
Carter

Continued from page 2
had gone to Folsom's office to
protest.
"I was shocked," she said. "I
wanted to talk to the people in
charge. Once someone does that to
you, it's hard to ever trust what
they say."
Folsom could not be reached
for comment Saturday, but students said she had apologized
Friday afternoon. It was not
known Saturday who originated
the idea of the hoax.

We Love Vail!
-Amy, Willie, Steve,
Michelle, George, Tamara,
Amy, Eddie, Stephanie,
Tom, Janell & Audrey

Barry

WARP YOUR MIND!

Continued from page 4
restroom deodorant if you didn't
know it was a rare distilled Swiss
pheromone formula. I sprayed
some on myself and a colleague,
John Dorschener, then, in a courageous act of journalism, we
walked into The Miami Herald
newsroom, despite the very real
danger of attack by gangs of
lust-crazed women.

The results were striking. We
walked by at least two dozen
women, engaged in their normal
work routines, and the instant we
got close, EVERY SINGLE ONE
of these women continued to engage in her normal work routine.
We are forced to conclude that
either (1) these particular pheromones work only on swiss people
or (2) Liquid Magnet is a scam.

Deal's Antique & Used Furniture
Desks...
Beds...
Chester Drawers...

And Much,
Much, More

*S^T0^!
Dr. Sherri L. Becker
OPTOMETRIST
Specializing in Adult and Children's
Eyecare and Contact Lenses
Same Day Prescription Service
on Most Glasses
6 Lester Road

EAD OUTLAND

764-5609

ONLY

IN

THE

GEORGE-ANNE

ttl

*Buy, Sell, Trade
1 mile outside of Statesboro on. Fair Rd. (Hwy. 67)

RESERVE

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

681-3824
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Come find out about
The College Graduate
Program
-Easy Financing
-A low Down Payment,
(if you purchase)
-A $500 Certificate

ALT/HAN
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description, and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college elective that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of command.
There's noobligation until your junioryear, and that
means there's no reason not to try it out right now.
pTAOEjiSHm

5K/=tl! BHHSKS
•#)«7)JifLi4*.*t(J-bSt-i:Slt4J;Bli.>^#IJTie*T-

niia^SLtr, aasi:u?'r7 i-frrssAjni-

* 1 tifcfc')30iHl)tffHWIfflS, t>J:l/eaffiilT

y^^A-^tyfrbTEL 1 800 537 2186 (Toll Free Dial)
-f*''M«-b
TEL 0800 89 5404
(Toll Free Dial)
(fl-* 9:00A.M.-5:30P.M. B*B»I»1)
•bJU^-HU.S.A. New York Office til ;I)I|
7S>)ft-fi + yfrh
TEL 1 800 344 7241 (Toll Free Dial)
(fl-A9:00A.M.-5:0OP.M. N.Y. Time)

ARMY ROTC
CONTACT:

MAJ JOHN FARRELL
SOUTH BUILDING ROOM 134
OR CALL 681-5320
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Outland

By Berke Breathed
tennis POM
'T&UKKAK/Ly
PISPlACeP-.

$1 Movies & Helium Balloons |
$2 Nintendos
Gourmet Popcorn

Video Express

S^ AHiTO

764-9417
Membership Required
to
$1 off membershipw/coupon
Winn Dixie
Offer expires 10/31/91

Next

■^« i~at^s^>

George-Anne Action Ads
01'Announcements

provide the carl Contact Jay at
681-3262, before midnight 10/10.

tilt, tape, rear defrost... 53,000 mi.
Excellent cond. $5500. Call 681-1888.

An informal political discussion group is
held on Mondays at noon in rm 1 of
Political Science Bldg. Open to students
and faculty.

Win $50. Sound to good to be true? Just
design a new SGA logo. Have rough
drafts in SGA office (Union 207) by Oct.
23rd.

Anthropology Meeting to be held
October 9th at 5:00pm in Archeology
Lab. Newton Bldging, Room 34 Majors,
Minors, Anyone Welcome.

STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF ONLY:
YOU can put your own message in this
space for FREE! 25 words of less, please.
Drop by the Wms Center, Rm 111, or
send your classified ad to LB 8001. For
free ads you MUST include your name
and Landrum Box number.

'90 Nissan Pulsar sporty convert.,
T-Tops, 5-Sp, A/C, AM/FM, excellent
condition. Great gas mileage. 25-35
mpg. White exterior, blue interior. Will
accept best offer. Call 587-2249.

Are you interested in the Occult, Magick, or Witchcraft? Like to learn more
or talk to others that are - write CRD,
Bi 2799, Statesboro. GA 30458.
Coming soonl SGA U Humane Society's
first Annual Adopt-A-Pet. For more
information call SGA at 681-5631 or
come by Union 207. Watch for details.
Get your organizatio ready! Start
collecting for the 2nd Annual SGA
United Way Fund Drive. For more
information call SGA 681-5631. Union
Rm 207.
GSU Pilots Association Meeting Wed.,
October 9. Union Rm 242, 7:00pm.
For pilots and non-pilots. Call Jim at
681-1284.
Habitat for Humanity needs more volunteers. For more info, write c/o LB
12502. Meetings 1st & 3rd Wednesday
ea month at Union
Join GSUs COLLEGE BOWL Team. Test
your wits and your speed. Come by an>
Monday at 8:00 to University Union
Room 273 to join in.
Lambda Alpha Epsilon, Criminal Justice
Fraternity had its organizational
meeting Monday, October 7. Intersted
students should contact R. Waugh in
the Political Science Building.
Live it to the max at LIFE! All students
are invited to our uplifting meetings
every Monday at 7:30 pm, Union Rm.
284.
Reinhardt College Alumni. College
sponsored reunion for everyone who
attended Reinhardt. October 25, 5:30
pm on the Southern campus. Contact
DeWayne Martin at 764-2594 for
details.
Soon to arrive on the GSU campus! The
Student Athletic Board. Where
students can support our sports
programs. Call SGA at 681-5631; Room
207, Union.

02'Arts & Crafts
ARTWORK, design work, posters, signs,
typesetting, t-shirts, business cards - if
you need any of these items, call Chris
at 681-2299 or 489-8843.

03-Autos for Sale
'85 T-bird, blue, automatic, air, Pioneer
stereo, new 60-series tires, directional
wheels, tinted windows. $3900 or trade
for truck. 829-3382 or 564-7915.
'88 Buick Skylark. Black 4-dr, automatic, Quad 4, auto locks, A/C, cruise,

1977 Volvo — loyal & dependable,
AM/FM cassette, 4-speed, $1500 firm.
764-2920

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES

$200

86 VW

VOTE. VOTE. VOTE! For SGA Vice
President of Auxiliary Affairs. Vote
October 9 to 5 in the Union Commons
Area.
WANTED- Ride to Marietta after 1pm on
10/11/91. I will pay for gas; you

423 Fair Road
764 - 4206

products, goods, and services. Call
681-8850.

$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS
and TV scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't
like" form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations, Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-379-2925
Copyright #GA12KEB
$500 A WEEK OR MORE typing at home.
Start your own full or part-time business now. Recorded message tells how.
Call 813-966-5510.

Gently worn
clothing
casual - formal

$50

87 MERCEDES
.$100
65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting $25
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals Details
801-379-2929 Copyright #GA12KJC

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers,
motorhomes. by FBI, IRS. DEA. Available in your area now. Call (805)
682-7555. ext C-5874.

05-Business Opportunities
Looking for an experienced, dependable
Amway distributor? Call Connie at
681-1393. Please leave message.
Run your own business. Be a direct
distributor for over 7.000 different

TRY US
FIRST

^ £$nm COLLECTIBLES^ ^j

-STARS from the 50's to present
■DAILY and WEEKLY specials
-Computerized card finder service
-Full line of 70's, 80's and 90's cards
-Full line of non-sports cards
-Card supplies and magazines

lOCiffED LESS THAN ONE JIILE FROM THE
G.S.U. CAMPUS EV THE GEiWILLY SQUARE
SHOPPING CEiYTER (next to Winn Dixie
Grocery Store and Eckerd Pharmacy),

Come see ROY
GLIDWELL for
all your cards
and supplies,

STATESBORO'S NEWEST & MOST COMPLETE SPORTS CARD SHOP

{

i (Precision Em6roicCery \
v

202 S. Zetterower Ave.
Statesboro, Georgia 30458
912-489-1825

,

Located at Ann Hill Seamstress

Computerized
Embroidery

^**>^

~Let us Reproduce Your logo-

Surf Club, Just starting for anyone
interested. Carpool to Folleys, Tybee,
and Jax. Dosers stay home. Call Rod or
Tylor - 681-9513.
The GSU Martial Arts Club is open to all
ranks and styles. Beginners welcome.
Contact Eric, LB 13455: Mark, LB
18029: Bill. LB 8041

De Ja Vu

The Liveliest Classitied Ad
Section in Georgia

18-Hole Course
With Driving Rage

All-Day Golf

for $10"
Wednesday
"Student Day"

You are cordially invited to
attend an Autograph Party
for David Dudley's new
book "My Father's
Shadow"
Guest of honor Dr. James
Olney Professor at
Louisiana State University.
At: Books Plus...
Date: Tuesday, October 8,
1991
Time: 6:30-8:00 pm

■IM

Tuesday, October 8,1991
07«Education

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496
Visit England, France, Germany or
Spain. Summer '92. Test to receive FULI
SCHOLARSHIP. Must register by Oct. 21.
For more info 681-0332. Center for
International Studies.

08«Freebies
Free Mary Kay Facials for all ages. Call
489-8694 for an appointment.
Publicity? You can reserve a spot on
the SGA Marquee (outside Williams).
Reservation forms can be picked up in
Union Rm 207. 681-5631. Hey it's
FREE.

09'Furniture & Appliances
Dorm size refridge for sale. 2.5 cubic
feet. Excellent condition. Asking $85, wil
negotiate. Call 489-1770.

^^■^■^H

1

2 George-Anne

Found solid white Afghan looking
young dog. Very friendly. Please call
764-2947

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Jeri Combs loves
the New Kids. She has all of the
Partridge Family 8-tracks. Oh, and Jeri,
GotYaM

HELP! Rom mates needed badly! Apt. In
Stadium Walk. $140.00 per month.
Private or semi-private room. Call now!
489-1362. Ask for Jody.

Deana, Congrats on kickin' the B-Chic's
butt. You're an awesome dudette!
Barbs, Sherry, Becca, Kerri

Male roommate needed immediately.
$300 per qtr/ Stop by Hawthornell, No.
48 anytime after 6pm Mon-Fri, or
anytime on Sat or Sun

TYPING - Reasonable rate. Resumes,
term papers, etc. Letter quality or Dot
Matrix printers. Call Brenda, 6815301, or drop by Carroll, Rm 86

Male roommate needed Oct 1. Country
living and hunting rights. Pvt room U
bath. $150/mo. 764-4786

UNIVERSITY TYPING SERVICE - Word
processing for faculty & students. Term
papers to books. Editing included. Letter
quality printing. Majorie Bell, Ed.D.
681-3716

LOST - Tan purse lost in Landrum
bathroom. Please return pictures. IDs,
keys U calendar to LB 9724. Sentimental value. No questions.

GOOD LUCK! To the future initiates of Ph
Eta Sigma. The first group of initiates
from this honorary freshman society.
From your friends at SGA.

LOST: Charm bracelet with 3 charms
attached very sentimental. One charm
has can inscribed on back. Lost around
South Bldg. Reward offered. Call
681-9242.

Hey Alpha Phi Omega Brothers. Have a
nice weekend! Love ya, Barbs

LOST: Gold Herringbone bracelet. If
found, please call Tiffany, 681-2145.

Hey Rope Girl, thanks for helping me
with my knots. I had fun wrestling the
other day. Better "watch" out though.
The Photo Phantom.

Tanya Philpott lost keys. GSU keyring.
Contact Winburn 413. or 681-3179.

1989 Centurion Calvaletto Bike, like
new, must sell, good deal. Call
764-7397 or 681-5690.

FREE TRAVEL. CASH, AND EXCELLENT
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!! Openings
available for individuals or student
organizations to promote the country's
most successful SPRING BREAK tours.
Call Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013
Greek Wanted: To develop & manage
campus photography business parttime. Must have enthusiasm & 35mm
camera. Call 407-339-4097.

RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

FOOL

RAISING

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

ABSOUimr NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.'
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many positions. Great benefits. Call (805) 6827555. ext P-3558.
Run your own business. Be a direct
distributor for over 7,000 products,
goods, and services in your spare time.
Call 681-8850.

Wanted! Bass player needed for blues,
funk, rock band. Influences include
Stones, Hendrix, SRV, drivin & Cryin,
Crowes. Call Todd at 681-3031 or
Jeremy at 681-3993.

LOST: A rope chain bracelet in the area
of Sussex & Collegiate. If found please
call Stephanie 681-6716. Reward if
found.

For sale: waterbed & dresser w/ mirror
Eic. Condition. 764-8204

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately. No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call
1-405-321-3064^

23«Stereo & Sound

16'Personal

14 kt gold rope necklace. 20 in, $95. Call
Karen at 681-9870.

11 «Help Wanted

Party DJ, Best service and fair prices.
All types of music, lightning and fog (
machine. 6 years experience. Call for
references. 681-9513.

12«Lost& Found

For sale: nice Hotpoint range w/ storage
space, J200 OBO. 764-3242 after 5pm

Two tan and white 8 ft sofas. Good condition. Very comfortable. Great for
napping. $60 ea: $100 pair. Call 5872373 after 5pm

Accessories also for sale. $475- Call
Jennifer 681-1889 after 5pm.

perience necessary (beginners preferred). Write LB 11476.

13'Miscellaneous for Sale

Queensize waterbed w/ headboard &
heater included. Also drawer space
underneath. Excellent condition, new
mattress. For more info 681-2030.

Female roommate. Will have own rm &
bath. 3-BR house to share w/ 2 girls.
Pay 1/3 utilities. Rent $208/mo, 24
University Place. Call Peggy or Lynn,
681-4720.

by Amway! 100% guaranteed. Call
Connie at 681-1393.

TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS, The leader in collegiate travel
needs motivated individuals and
groups to promote Winter/Spring
Break trips. For more information call
Student Travel Services, Ithaca, NY at
1-800-4849.

Dorm size refrigerator for sale. For
more info call 681-7361.

One sofa St carpet $70. Call 68 1 -3043

Female roommate needed. Private
room. 3 mi. From campus. Washer/
dryer. Non-smoker. Only $150 per
month. Call 764-4447.

Hey Kev & Sherry! I miss ya'll guys.
Love ya lots & lots. Barbie

Jewel, I can't thank you enough for the
love and happpiness you have given
me in the past year. I love you now and
forever. Happy Anniversary, Thank
you, and I Love you, Matt.
Nelson, Thanks for the best time in
Venezuela. I can't wait for the next
time. Hopefully a monkey won't bite me
again. Te A mo, Cindy.

20-inch, 14 kt gold rope necklace. Need
the cash! Sell for $85. Call 681-9870,
ask for Karen
89 Trek 1100, Hardly ridden $450. Ask
for Bryant. 764-2777.
Beer signs for sale; 1 Michelob neon,
$60: 1 Lite neon, $70; 2 Coors lighted
mirrors at $15 and $10. Call Paul 6814501 or leave message
Canon EOS 10s with 35-105 mm lens,
430 EZ flash etc. Asking $1000 call
Henry at 681-4707.
Computer for sale. Applellc, $475
includes monitor, keyboard & printer.
Like new! Call Paige after 3pm at 6814222. Ask about software I have.
For Sale: Paech Carpet. Will fit Johnson
Dorm rooms wall to wall. Only used one
year. Bought new. Asking $60. Call
681 -2424. Ask for Jennifer C.

YWM seeks YWF who likes quiet
evenings, intelligent conversation, and
exploring new horizons. Send response
to LB 8489

17-Pets & Supplies
Needed: good home for orange & white
cat has its shots. Call Lorrie, 3pm 12am, 489-1155.
Sale: AKC Dalmation pups, 6 wks old
(9-26). Shots/wormed. Call 681-3232.

18«Photography
For sale: K1000 35mm camera and
70-210 lens. Like new. $200. Call
681-4674 or 764-5794.

19*Rentals & Real Estate

FOR SALE: Raleigh Road Bike, 58cm 501
tubing, Shimano 105 Cateye Computer
Great Shape. 764-3621. Ask for Kelly.

Apartment for rent. 2 bdrm/lbath.
2mi From campus. Only $300 per
month. Call 764-4447.

Frigidaire microwave, 9 level power
selector. Great condition, $75 or best
offer. 832-3065.

FOR SALE: 1989 Brigadier Mobile Home
2br 2bath. ceiling fans, dishwasher,
central heat and air. $17,500 firm. Only
interested parties call 489-8068
between 5:30pm &7:30 pm, Ronald.

Top quality all-leather flight jacket
excellent cond. Worn very little. Sz 38",
$165 OBO. Call 489-1 100 after 6pm.
WHIMSICAL WEARABLESHandpainted, appliqued women's and
children's apparel. Every one an
original! Two-peice knits, sweat suits,
aprons and more. Take a look at our
new fall and Xmas line. Many styles.
Great gifts. Call Julie - 681-4521.

New 14x72 furnished mobile home two
bedrm, two bath, central heat U air.
Two miles from GSU. Call 681-6710 for
rent.
REPOSSESSED U IRS FORECLOSED HOMES
available at below market value. Fantastic savings. You repair. Also S&L
bailout. Properties. Call (805)
682-7555, ext H-6146.

14« Motorcycles

20* Roommates

Are you interested in motorcycles? If
so, join the riding Eagles for fun and
friendship. Call Nathan at 489-8983 or
David at 764-2642.

15-Musical
12-string acoustic guitar w/ case $225Excellent condition. 489-3695
Guitarist, bassist and drummer needed
for band. Alternative influences. No ex-

1 or 2 female roommates needed
immediately in Park Place. Furnished
except for your bedroom. Call Amy
681-3232 U leave a message.

Female roommates needed in roomy
house next to McDonalds. Washer &
dryer, Ig kitchen and baths. $150/mo.
Call Heather or Anne, 489-1373, leave
message

Male roommate needed. 2 bedrm duplex $150/mo water included. Must be
serious about school. 764-8525, leave
message.
Non-smoking female roommate needed
to share spacious townhouse starting
winter qrt. Own bedrm, $195/mo. Call
489-3286
Roommate needed to share two bedrm
duplex adjacent City Limits bar. $ 150
plus utilities need bedroom furniture.
Call Sarah 681-7926 leave message
Roommate needed. ASAP. $175 ♦ 1/2
Utilities. No deposit, no lease, own rm!
Call 681-1732.
ROOMMATE WANTED: ASAP. 4BR House,
2-3 miles from campus. Furnished,
washer/dryer, big yard, private rm.
Great landlord. Only $140.00 ♦ 1/4
utilities. Call 764-3621 for Kelly.
Wanted: Female roommate ASAP for
furnished. Campus Courtyard Apt. Will
negotiate rent. Call Heather 681-9745.

21'Services
Bills Pressing You? Need some spending
money? Need money for college? Send
aS.A.S.E. To Campbell LB 9208 or
DeloachLB9206.
CAKES, PIES, DESSERTS. Need something baked for that special occasion?
Call Wendy at 681-7522.
Daily announcement of Intramural
Games is available on Campus Recreation and Intramural Hotline at
681-5261.
I type write. Great prices and sharp
results. For a job done write, contact
Jennifer e ext 5520 or 681-2512
Need hair cut, permed, relaxed, or just
styled? Come by Johnson 323A &. ask
for Shemicka. Guy haircuts, too! Very
good & licensed. 681 -2624.
Oily, dry skin problems? Try Artistry

TERRI s TIPS: Sculptured acrylic nails &
manicures (Guys, too). All work done
by a licensed manicurist. Guaranteed.
All types of nail art. Waxing, too. Appt:
call 681-4238.
TYPING - Drop-off & pick-up on campus. See Peggy, Rm 116, South Bldg.
Call 681-5586 or 681-6520. Quick
service (usually overnight), very good
rates
TYPING - Fast & Reasonable. Call Jean
852-5405

22'Sports & Stuff
GSU Martial Arts is open to all ranks
and styles. Beginners welcome. Contact
Eric, LB 13455; Mark, LB 18029;
Stacey, Lb 8064.

Lakeview Golf Driving
Range
OPEN lOam-lOpm
Sunday 1 pm-6 pm
Free Golf Instruction
5 Miles North on Lakeview Road

Needed: Goal keeper for the Women's
Soccer Club. Call Jay at 681 -7907.
Surfboard: 6'4" Richenberg Fat Boy
Thruster. Great cond. $175 OBO. CaU
Matt, 681-6512, leave message

22«Sports & Stuff
Almost new Soloflex Machine. Several
accessories, extra bands St fly attachment. $300 OBO. Must sell. 764-8882
ask for Sudah or leave message.
Average tennis player wanted for
partner in doubles or mixed doubles in
tourney or for general practice. Call
Wendy at 681-7522.

2 Alphasonic sub-woofer amps, also 2
15" MTX terminator speakers: all still in
box. Call Skipper, 681-4099.
Sony car Discman w/ mounting plate &
floating lever arm. Can be used in any
car casette player. Call 681-7252, ask
for David. Asking $275.
Sony Portable home stereo. Great
Sound. Only a few years old. Detachable
speakers. Cassette deck, equalizer,
receiver. Good price. Call 681-7262

24'Swap & Trade
Got old baseball cards to get rid of? I wil
buy, trade, sell cards. 764-8778 leave
a message.

25'Television & Radio
WANTED: VCR, $100 or less. 681-7634

28'Weekends & Travel
Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Packages To Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica,
Florida! Best Trips k Prices! Spring
Break Travel 1-800-638-6786.
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
To student or student organizations
Promotingour our SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
GOOD PAY &FUN

Call CMI1-800-123-5264

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to students
or student organizations promoting
our Spring Break packages. Good pay &
fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264
FREE TRAVEL - Air couriers and
Cruiseships. Students also needed
Christmas, Spring, and Summer for
Amusement Park employment. CaU
(805) 682-7555, ext F:3313.
TRAVEL FREE! Sell spring break trips to
Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas, Margarita
Islands. Plus! Earn your free trip with
fewest sales. Sun Splash Tours. 1-800426-7710

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-7000, Ext.gZg£__

Bike for sale. 22in frame -- Trek 1 yr
old, asking $200. Call Steve e> 68 1 2656. Must Sell!

III!
JrjLVJC/lj

For sale: Raleigh Road bike, 58cm, Reynolds 501, Shimano 105 comp. Cateye
cyclocomputer. Like new. $250.
764-3621. Ask for Kelly.
Ladies bicycle, Univega, 12-speed;
Mixte Frame (no top bar) OR front
wheel, bottle cages, foam cushioned
handlebars. $75 681-5423 or
764-7281.
Trek 1000 bicycle for sale. Blue w/
white &t pink writing. 6 months old.

25 words or less
^_

DEADLINE EXTENDED

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES
JUNIORS & SENIORS

Female roommate needed immediately.
Furnished except for your bedroom. I
have washer, dryer, TV, VCR. microwave. Call 764-5251 & leave message.
Female roommate needed to share two
bedrm house. $175/mo plus 1/2 utilities. Call Kelly at 764-5116.

^

°i?&®
Thompsons
Pools
10 Gallon Tank $10
Goldfish 2 for .59
29 N. Zetterower 764-3442
(NEXT TO BUS STATION)

Team
%

The Office of Admissions is looking
for qualified students to help with:
- Visitation Days
-" Adopt-A-Thons"
- "Phone-A-Thons"

Ogeechee Clinic Is Pleased To Announce
the addition of a full time family nurse practitioner to their
staff. Patricia Law, certified family nurse practitioner, has
joined the obstetric/gynecological practice and is now
accepting appointments.
According to Ogeechee Clinic personnel, the addition of a
nurse practitioner will enhance patient care by providing
women's health care including management of obstetrical and
gynecological problems, patient education, and counseling, as
well as lessen the waiting time for patients in the office.
Ms. Law is a graduate of Georgia Southern University's
accredited nursing program and received her Bachelor of
Science in Nursing in 1984. She later returned to complete the
Family Nurse Practitioner program in 1987 and has worked in
family practice the past four years. She is a native of
Glennville, Georgia and currently resides in Statesboro with
her husband and four-year-old son.
Appointments can be made by calling Ogeechee Clinic,
Monday through Friday, 8:30am - 4:30pm.

764-6206

Pick up an application from the
admissions office, Rosenwald Bldg.

Deadline Now-Oct.
Interviews will be scheduled
• Thursday (Oct. 10) & Friday (Oct. 11) •

Support Group Workshop
• Wednesday (Oct. 16) 6-8 p.m. •
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.
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Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why
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you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. □ It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.
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It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the reliable
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service you've come to expect from AT&T. □ Plus, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hour's worth of

AT&T long distance calling* And you'll become a member of AT&TStudent Saver Plus, a program of products and services
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designed to save students time and money. □ The AT&T Calling Card It's the best route to wherever you're going.
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Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
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$8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate
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